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This report was prepared in response to resolution WHA47.15 (May 1994)，which 
requested the Director-General to report to the ninety-fifth session of the Executive Board 
and to the Forty-eighth World Health Assembly on progress made in implementing the 
recommendations of the External Auditor contained in the Auditor's report to the Forty-
seventh World Health Assembly (document A47/19, Part II). 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 The report of the External Auditor to the Forty-seventh World Health Assembly (document A47/19, 
Part II) included recommendations and observations on certain financial matters (paragraphs 37-51), as well 
as management matters in relation to the Fellowships programme (paragraphs 52-65). 

1.2 The following report describes the progress made to date on the recommendations of the External 
Auditor. 

FINANCIAL MATTERS 

2. ADVANCES OUTSTANDING FROM THE WORKING CAPITAL FUND (paragraph 38) 

2.1 Paragraph 38 of the report of the External Auditor refers to the balance of the advance from the 
Working Capital Fund which remained outstanding at 31 December 1993 in respect of the financing, in part, 
of the regular budget income deficit for 1990-1991. 

2.2 This audit recommendation, if it were accepted, would cause difficulties because arrears of contributions 
received from Member States for a specific financial period, instead of being applied in accordance with the 
Financial Regulations, would have to be diverted, to the extent necessary, for the repayment of the advance 
outstanding against the Working Capital Fund to make good the income deficit of another financial period 
resulting from the non-payment by other Members of their contributions for that biennium. 
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2.3 The consequence of such action would be to deny Member States credits of casual income due from 
payments of arrears which relate to the budget surpluses of those prior financial periods for which any 
advances from the Working Capital Fund had been repaid in full. Thus, by reducing available casual income, 
it would result in higher assessments on Members for the regular budget for a future financial period. 

2.4 The financial situation would thus be confused, particularly regarding the treatment of budget surpluses 
from prior financial periods. In order to ensure appropriate and transparent financial management policy 
consistent with the Financial Regulations and past practice, the existing accounting procedure will be retained 
whereby arrears of contributions collected are matched with the income deficit (and Working Capital Fund 
advance) of the financial period to which they relate. 

3. EXPENDITURE IN ADVANCE OF FUNDING (paragraph 40) 

It is WHO's standard practice, before activities commence and financial obligations are incurred for 
projects or programmes funded from extrabudgetary resources, to require advance funding, either in cash or 
through the establishment of letter-of-credit arrangements. In a limited number of cases, however, where for 
example an advance of funds by the donor covers only a part of the contract period and contract amount, 
temporary supplementary financing may be exceptionally agreed by programme managers, after consultation 
with Budget and Finance, when it is certain that the donor will provide the balance of funds within a short 
period of time. Such situations would be subject to close financial and budgetary monitoring and would 
normally be permitted for only a very limited period. It is agreed some risk may exist, but any such advances 
are tightly controlled. 

4. VOLUNTARY SEPARATION FROM SERVICE SCHEME (paragraph 42) 

4.1 Significant savings have in fact been achieved through the voluntary separations scheme offered in 
1992-1993. While termination benefits of some US$ 4.9 million came from the Terminal Payments Account 
in 1992-1993，real long-term savings will be considerably in excess of this amount as the posts concerned 
may have remained frozen or been deleted in financial periods beyond the biennium in which the separations 
took place. The scheme thus produces a net benefit to the Organization in the longer term. Further, through 
die resulting reduction in posts, a lower ratio of staff posts to available resources is achieved, and funds are 
released for other operational purposes. 

4.2 Under the scheme a staff member with long service who still had one or two years before reaching the 
age for early retirement may continue in the Pension Fund and Staff Health Insurance Scheme. This should 
be accepted as part of the scheme and in fairness to the individuals concerned. 

5. RE-EMPLOYMENT OF FORMER WHO STAFF MEMBERS ON SHORT-TERM 
CONTRACTS (paragraph 44) 

After study by a working group and referral to the WHO Development Team on Personnel Policy, it 
is reaffirmed that the appointment of former staff members on short-term assignment for specific purposes 
is frequently more efficient and economical than employment of new staff less familiar with the Organization 
and the requirements of the job. It is recognized, however, that the appointment of retired staff should not 
normally block the career opportunities of serving staff nor should such assignments be of long duration. 
All requests for the appointment of retirees on short-term contract are closely monitored. 
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в. INTERNAL AUDIT (paragraph 47) 

Since January 1994 significant improvements have taken place in internal audit operations through the 
use of innovative and modern procedures to carry out an increased number of audit assignments. Recruitment 
is under way to fill vacant posts, particularly that of Chief, Internal Audit, for which more than one hundred 
candidates are under review; appointment is anticipated by early 1995. The selection and recruitment 
procedures for a computer systems auditor have been completed and the incumbent is expected to take up 
the position late in 1994. 

7. AMOUNTS WRITTEN OFF, WAIVERS AND FRAUD (paragraph 48) 

Fraud is viewed very seriously, and there is full agreement about the need for maintenance of 
appropriate management reviews and the monitoring of staff functions and internal controls - indeed, it was 
tiirough existing WHO control systems that the irregularities to which the Auditor has referred came to light. 
There is also full agreement about the need to appoint staff of the highest calibre in positions of financial and 
administrative responsibility. 

MANAGEMENT MATTERS 

8. FELLOWSHIPS 

These recommendations have been given serious consideration at headquarters and the regional offices. 
While the scope of the audit examination related to specific regional offices, i.e., those for Africa and 
South-East Asia, the recommendations are global, and this report concentrates on general progress made so 
far towards their implementation. While to date this has been satisfactory, it should be noted that only a short 
time has passed since the audit recommendations were considered by the Forty-seventh World Health 
Assembly in 1994，and that the structural improvements proposed, especially those which apply to Member 
States will by their nature take longer. The following comments concern specific recommendations. 

9. MATCHING FELLOWSHIPS WITH COUNTRY NEEDS AND WHO PROGRAMME 
OBJECTIVES (paragraph 53) 

The Organization is promoting the development of national plans for human resources development, 
including the fixing of priorities for training. A set of projection models and other planning tools has been 
prepared at headquarters, and a group of experts is being trained in each region to help solve national 
problems and serve as consultants in this context at country level. 

10. NATIONAL GOVERNMENTS' SELECTION OF FELLOWSHIPS (paragraph 54) 
WHO'S APPRAISAL OF FELLOWSHIP APPLICATIONS (paragraph 56) 

A new fellowship application form requires the applicant to provide a clear statement of training 
objectives and the relation of those objectives to national health needs and priorities. Information on and a 
description of the function to be undertaken by the fellow on completion of the course are also required. 
Most regional offices either already have or will develop a mechanism for review of fellowship applications 
by the appropriate technical programme to determine the applicant's background and suitability for the field 
of study, the duration of a fellowship and the place of study. Where they do not already exist, selection 
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committees are being set up at country level, including the WHO Representative, in order to ensure that a 
fellowship application is consistent with stated health needs. Language competence is also appraised. 

11. DURATION AND NATURE OF FELLOWSHIPS (paragraph 61) 

The need for balanced numbers of long-term and short-term fellowships was discussed recently by 
WHO fellowships officers; it had been noted that requests for short-term awards of between two and four 
weeks were increasing. It was agreed that the regional offices would monitor the evolution of this pattern 
over the next year in order to determine whether it was justified and to ensure proper evaluation. 

12. QUALITY AND COST OF TRAINING (paragraph 62) 

Some regions have changed the traditional countries for studies in favour of lower-cost countries, 
without compromising the quality of the training. In fact, regional policies already exist favouring such 
measures and using other, higher-cost locations only when fully justified. 

13. TERMINATION AND UTILIZATION REPORTS (paragraph 64) 
MONITORING AND EVALUATION (paragraph 65) 

The issues raised by the External Auditor are recognized throughout WHO. Vaiîbus measures have 
been suggested and are under consideration to ensure the prompt return of Termination and Utilization 
Reports from fellows, e.g., to make payment of final stipend and renewal of future fellowships dependent 
upon completion and return of rq)orts, and to ensure follow-up by WHO Representatives with the home 
government. These matters, as well as the development of more effective evaluation mechanisms for the 
WHO fellowships programme, are under close consideration. 

14. ACTION BY THE EXECUTIVE BOARD 

The Board is invited to note this report. 


